Role of chromatin remodeling complex SWI/SNF and VDR in chronic rhinosinusitis
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Abstract

Background. The SWI/SNF (SWItch/sucrose non-fermentable) chromatin remodeling complex enables glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and vitamin D receptor (VDR) to function correctly and is engaged in inflammation response. The SWI/SNF may play an important role in chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS).

Objectives. The aim of this study was to assess the following: 1) the gene and protein expression of the SWI/SNF complex subunits in sinonasal mucosa; 2) relation of SWI/SNF complex and VDR expression; and 3) correlation with clinical data.

Material and methods. The study population consisted of 52 subjects with CRS without nasal polyps, 55 with CRS with nasal polyps and 59 controls. The SWI/SNF protein expression level was analyzed in immunohistochemical (IHC) staining. Human nasal epithelial cells (HNECs) was stimulated using lipopolysaccharide (LPS), Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) and vitamin D3 (vitD3) in vitro. The transcript level of the SWI/SNF subunits genes was measured with polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Results. In the control group, the intensity of the IHC staining for SWI/SNF subunits was significantly higher than in both groups of patients with CRS (p < 0.05). A positive correlation of the SWI/SNF protein expression was noticed with VDR expression level (p < 0.043). Association between SWI/SNF protein expression level and allergy, neutrophils and body mass index (BMI) has been observed (p < 0.05). The decreased transcript level of the SWI/SNF subunits genes in HNECs was observed after LPS stimulation and increased after vitD3 stimulation.

Conclusions. The SWI/SNF complex may influence CRS through steroid hormone signaling and VDR. Thus, modification in therapy may be mandatory in patients with CRS and altered SWI/SNF signaling, reflecting resistance to steroids treatment.
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Background

Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a heterogeneous disease characterized by symptomatic inflammation of paranasal sinuses and nasal cavity. Its prevalence is estimated at 14% in the American and 10.9% in the European population, and it is one of the most common human chronic diseases. The pathophysiology of CRS is multifactorial. Various theories on the etiology, such as allergy, bacterial and fungal infections, as well as structural abnormalities, have been proposed; however, the pathogenesis remains largely unknown.

The CRS is typically classified in 2 phenotypes including CRS with nasal polyps (CRSsNP) and CRS without nasal polyps (CRSsNP). Symptoms in CRSwNP are associated more closely with clinical complaints of nasal obstruction and olfactory loss. The CRSwNP is more often combined with comorbidities such as asthma and aspirin hypersensitivity (this phenomenon is named Samter’s triad). Moreover, CRSwNP tissues are characterized by more intense eosinophilic infiltration and a Th2-based cytokine profile. The CRSsNP tissues have been infiltrated mostly by neutrophils and Th1 cytokines. However, the distinct role of Th1/Th2 profiles in the subtypes of CRS gives rise to some controversy.

Current medical knowledge does not explain in a detailed way the pathomechanism of CRS. However, over the past 20 years, the development of science in the field of immunology and molecular biology has allowed, at least in part, to understand the various pathophysiological processes taking place at the cellular level and involved in CRS.

Regardless of the pathomechanism leading to CRS formation, the characteristic features of this disease are inflammation and tissue remodeling. One of the regulators of the inflammatory response is the SWI/SNF (SWItch/Sucrose non-fermentable) complex. Studies show that after lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced inflammation in macrophages, the SWI/SNF complex is necessary for the anti-inflammatory response. The SWI/SNF is a multi-protein complex (15–20 subunits) that has the ability to provide a DNA sequence to the transcriptional apparatus. The SWI/SNF consists of the following: the core part, formed by 1 of the 2 ATP-ases BRG1 and BRM, which hydrolyze ATP, bind acetylated histones, regulate transcription and act as tumor suppressors; BAF155, BAF170, and INI-1 subunits that stabilize the core of the complex; and a range of external proteins responsible for joining the complex in a tissue-specific manner.

For the first time, the SWI/SNF type chromatin remodeling complex was identified in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Among the many processes regulated by the SWI/SNF complex, it has been shown that it is involved in the regulation of gene expression encoding the regulators of many different processes in the cell, such as adhesion, differentiation, hormonal response, and cell cycle. Further studies on the function of this complex will help us to better understand the mechanisms of tissue remodeling resulting from chronic inflammation.

The treatment of CRS should be started with pharmacological treatment and then – if there is no improvement in the clinical condition of the patient – surgery should be considered. The pharmacotherapy of CRS is primarily aimed at limiting inflammation. The drugs of first choice, in this case, are glucocorticosteroids (GS). They work by reducing neutrophil accumulation in the inflammatory foci; in addition, they reduce the production of inflammatory mediators by inhibiting the release of arachidonic acid from cell membranes, decreasing the permeability of blood vessels and limiting the production of secretions through the mucous glands.

The SWI/SNF complex may play a significant role in the development and treatment of CRS. The subunits of the chromatin SWI/SNF remodeling complex interact directly with the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and additionally regulate the expression of the GS response genes through binding to repeating DNA sequences called hormone response elements (HREs). Proper function of GR depends on the SWI/SNF complex, which determines the regulation of GS-dependent genes expression. Additionally, the latest findings indicate that the SWI/SNF complex is able to promote anti-inflammation processes in combination with activation of vitamin D receptor (VDR). The role of vitamin D and its receptors has been vastly addressed in recent studies on CRS pathophysiology. Authors present their crucial role in regulation of the immune function in paranasal sinuses.

Objectives

In the present study, we investigated: 1) the protein expression of the main SWI/SNF subunits (BAF155, BRM and BRG1) in sinonasal mucosa of patients with CRSwNP and CRSsNP, and in control group (CG); 2) gene expression of the SWI/SNF subunits in human nasal epithelial cells (HNECs) after treating with LPS, SEB and vitamin D3 (vitD3) in vitro; 3) correlation of obtained results with clinical data, e.g., allergy and steroids therapy data, and with VDR expression in sinonasal mucosa.

Material and methods

The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the Local Ethics Committees of Warsaw Medical University, Poland, approval No. KB/209/2016, and with the Helsinki Declaration. All participants signed informed consent.

Material

The study population consisted of 166 patients (63 females and 103 males) operated in the Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) Department at the Faculty of Medicine and
Dentistry of the Medical University of Warsaw. Patients were divided into 3 groups (Table 1). Study groups with CRSsNP and CRSwNP were distinguished on the basis of the interview, physical examination including endoscopic examination of nasal cavities, and paranasal sinuses computed tomography (CT) scan according to the clinical criteria of EPOS 2012. A CG included patients with anatomical abnormalities of nasal structures without additional inflammation in nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses. All patients with CRS underwent a 3-month conservative therapy (adequate medical therapy (AMT)). Then, after ineffective AMT, the patients were qualified for surgical treatment. The study material in all groups was collected from the ostiomeatal complex region during endoscopic nasal/sinus surgery, fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin blocks:

- group 0 – CG (59 patients) fragments of healthy nasal mucous membrane (the ostiomeatal complex region) taken from patients undergoing endoscopic nasal surgery due to the non-inflammatory nasal diseases (septal deviation, anatomy variations of the lateral nasal wall – concha bullosa);
- group 1 – CRSsNP group (52 patients) fragments of the mucous membrane (the ostiomeatal complex region) taken from patients undergoing an endoscopic sinus surgery due to CRSsNP;
- group 2 – CRSwNP group (55 patients) fragments of the mucous membrane (the ostiomeatal complex region) taken from patients undergoing an endoscopic sinus surgery due to CRSwNP.

Exclusion criteria were the following: sinonasal tumor, external sinus surgery in the past, systemic disease (cystic fibrosis, sarcoidosis, autoimmune disease), fungal rhinosinusitis, and possibility of pregnancy.

Clinical data

All patients underwent CT of the paranasal sinuses, assessed according to the CT Lund–Mackay scale (L–M), and completed a questionnaire for the evaluation of sinus complaints SNOT-22 (Sino-Nasal Outcome Test). Data on allergy status were collected based on a medical interview, a skin prick test and total immunoglobulin E (IgE) levels in the blood. Bronchial asthma was determined according to Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) 2015 criteria. Moreover, during ENT examination, CRS patients were assessed according to the Lund–Kennedy scale (L–K). Complete blood count was analyzed in order to calculate the blood cells, especially eosinophils, and neutrophils in all examined groups (ALAB laboratory, Warszawa, Poland).

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemical staining was performed on 3.5-micrometer sections of tissue sheared from paraffin blocks. The assay was performed in all examined patients. The study was carried out using the EnVision FLEX + detection system, Mouse, High pH Detection System (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). After deparaffinization in xylene, the slides were rehydrated and incubation was carried out with optimal dilutions of antibodies: anti-SMARCC1/BAF-155 (1:200, per 1 h in 25°C) monoclonal antibodies (D7F8S) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, USA), BRG1 (1:100, per 12 h in 5°C) (G-7) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, USA) and BRM (1:200, per 1 h in 25°C) (D9E8B) – forming part of the chromatin remodeling complex SWI/SNF type. The colored
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CG – control group, CRSsNP – patients with chronic rhinosinusitis without nasal polyps, CRSwNP – patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps. The data was assessed according to the age, endoscopic examination – Lund–Kennedy scoring system, CT Lund–Mackay scoring system, SNOT-22, asthma, and allergy status. AERD – aspirin-exacerbated respiratory disease. Statistical tests: Kruskal–Wallis (K–W) and χ² test.
reaction product was obtained using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Dako). Then, hematoxylin staining was performed in 1 min. In the final stage, the sections were embedded in balsam and examined with light microscopy.

In order to obtain the most accurate results, the cells were counted by 2 independent specialists to avoid bias, and both scores were averaged and recorded. The color intensity was evaluated using the H-score method. First, the results were recorded and assessed by a four-grade scale of staining intensity: 0 – none, 1 – weak, 2 – moderate, and 3 – strong for BRG1, BRM and BAF155 staining for each cell in a fixed field (100 cells). The H-score was based on predominant staining intensity. Using this method, the percentage of cells at each staining intensity level was calculated and, finally, a H-score was assigned using the following formula:

$$\text{H-score} = [1 \times (% \text{ cells 1}) + 2 \times (% \text{ cells 2}) + 3 \times (% \text{ cells 3})]$$

**Cell culture**

For the experiments, HNECs were grown in the following conditions: 37°C, 5% CO2 and 90% humidity. When cells reached 80–90% confluence, media was removed and the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 37°C, pH 7.4) and fresh media containing LPS (Sigma-Aldrich Germany, Darmstadt, Germany; 5 μL/mL), SEB (Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA; 1 μL/mL), vitD3 (25-hydroxyvitamin D3 solution, Hercules, USA; 1 μL/mL), vitD3 (25-hydroxyvitamin D3 solution, Sigma-Aldrich Germany; 3 μL/mL), or nothing (CG) were added to the cells and incubated for 24 h. Moreover, the HNECs were stimulated by both vitD3 and LPS or SEB. After incubation, cells were collected and stored in −80°C for further analysis.

**Quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction**

Total RNA was isolated from the HNEC human nasal epithelial cells (PromoCell GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) using RNA Isolation Kit (ReliaPrep RNA Cell Miniprep System; Promega, Madison, USA) according to the protocol. All procedures were conducted according to the manufacturers’ instructions. The reverse transcriptase reaction was performed using Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Expression of BRG1, BRM, BAF 155, BAF 170, and INI1 genes was measured with SybrGreen (BioRad, Hercules, USA) with UBIQUITIN as reference gene using following primers: (UBC-Fq ATTTGGGTCGCGGTTCTTG, UBC-Rq TGCCCTTCAGATTCTCATGATGG) for BAF 170; reverse BAF170Rq GTCTGAGTGCTGCAGGTAGG, for INI1: forward INI1Fq GCCAGGACAGGAACACGG, reverse INI1Rq CAAATGGAATGTGTTGCG, Gene transcript levels of BRM, BRG-1, BAF 155, BAF 170, and INI1 were quantified using the ddCt method.

**Statistical analysis**

The data collected was saved in Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, USA) spreadsheet and analyzed using SAS v. 9.2 (SAS Intitute, Cary, USA). This allowed for a descriptive analysis, including averages, standard deviations (SD), medians, and lower and upper quartiles. In the first step, correlations between variables were calculated using Spearman’s correlation coefficients. Several non-parametric tests were used in the analysis, such as Mann–Whitney U test, Kruskal–Wallis test (for many comparisons) and Wilcoxon test (comparison of 2 dependent data samples). We also used the χ2 test to compare discrete data. Several multiple regression models were used. Multiple regression presents in the tables the relations of the clinical and laboratory variables. In all statistical analyses, the level of significance was determined at the level of p < 0.05.

**Results**

**The SWI/SNF protein expression in a tissue section**

Evaluation of the presence of SWI/SNF complex subunits showed that all proteins (BRG1, BRM, and BAF155) are expressed in the specimens. The stoichiometry in all groups was preserved. BRG1, BRM, and BAF155 were detected in all groups: CRSsNP group, CRSwNP group and CG (Fig. 1). Proteins were localized in the nuclei. The higher intensity of this staining was marked in CG and less intensive in patients with CRSsNP and CRSwNP.

**The SWI/SNF protein expression in CRSsNP group and CRSwNP group vs CG**

All the examined protein expression levels in the CG were significantly higher in comparison to patients with CRSwNP and CRSsNP (Fig. 2). We found no statistically significant difference in both CRS groups in regard to all subunits (BRG1, BRM and BAF155).

Moreover, we analyzed the SWI/SNF protein expression in patients treated with oral steroids during AMT and compared the results with those of patients not subject to this therapy in the CRSwNP group. We noticed differences for all SWI/SNF subunits in both populations without statistical significance (Fig. 3).
H-score for the SWI/SNF correlations in patients with CRSwNP

Furthermore, according to Spearman’s test, we found a correlation between protein expression levels of BRG1, BRM and BAF155 in the CRSwNP group and other clinical parameters as follows. In the CRSwNP group, no correlations were observed.

Protein expression level of BRG1 in CRSwNP correlates inversely with serum level of eosinophils (R = −0.3; p < 0.03), neutrophils (R = −0.3; p < 0.03) (Fig. 5.6) and allergy (R = −0.3; p < 0.03).

Analyzes of association of BRM subunit with other clinical data in CRSwNP group displayed an inverse correlation of BRM protein level with allergy (R = −0.3; p < 0.05).

The protein level of BAF155 correlates positively with VDR protein expression in CRSwNP group (R = 0.3; p < 0.043) (Fig. 7).

Results of multiple regression for the SWI/SNF subunits and other parameters

The multiple regression analysis was performed in Stata v. 11.0 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, USA). The following clinical data was used in statistical models: allergy, asthma, white blood cell count, eosinophils blood count, neutrophils blood count, usage of oral steroids and nasal steroids, previous sinus surgery, SNOT-22 scale, L–M score, smoking, and H-score VDR.

In the CRSwNP group, allergy was the only factor significantly influencing BRM expression level (F = 6.28 and p = 0.015). The patients with allergy had significantly lower BRM expression than patients in the CRSwNP group without allergy (Table 2).

Additionally, in the CRSwNP group, 2 other factors significantly influenced BRG1 expression: neutrophils and body...
mass index (BMI). Patients with higher neutrophils blood count ($F = 9.23$ and $p = 0.004$) had a significantly lower H-score BRG1 (Table 2). Moreover, in the CRSwNP group, allergy coexistence ($F = 4.12$ and $p = 0.048$) and VDR expression level ($F = 4.19$ and $p = 0.048$) significantly influenced BAF155 protein expression level ($F = 4.3$ and $p = 0.02$) (Table 2).
In the CRSsNP group, L–M score was the only factor significantly influencing BRG 1 expression level (F = 6.19 and p = 0.02). The patients with higher L–M scores had a significantly lower BRG 1 expression than patients with lower L–M scores (Table 3).

The SWI/SNF subunits expression in HNECs after treating with LPS, SEB and vitamin D3

To examine if an expression of the SWI/SNF subunits encoding genes can be modulated by infection or viD3, the HNEC cell line was stimulated with LPS, SEB and vitD3 for 24 h. Moreover, HNECs were incubated with both vitD3 and LPS or SEB. The expression level of main SWI/SNF subunits was measured using quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) method with transcript-specific primers. Stimulation with LPS decreased significantly the transcript level for BRG1, BAF155 and INI1. The level of BAF 170 and INI1 increased after SEB stimulation. Moreover, the vitD3 and SEB stimulation of HNECs increased significantly the transcript level of BAF155 and BAF170, but decreased it for INI1. Increase of INI1 transcript level after vitD3 stimulation was higher for HNECs with LPS in comparison to HNECs without LPS. In the other cases, the transcript level for measured genes did not change (Fig. 8).

Discussion

In this study, we showed the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex as an important factor that may influence steroids and vitamin D signaling pathways in sinonasal mucosa, thus contributing to the pathogenesis and treatment of CRS. The main findings of our study are the following: 1) higher...
protein expression levels for BRG1, BRM and BAF155 in CG in comparison to CRSsNP group and CRSwNP group (p < 0.05); 2) statistically significant negative correlation of the BRG1 protein expression with eosinophils and neutrophils in the CRSwNP group (p < 0.05); 3) statistically significant positive correlation of the BAF155 protein expression with VDR expression level in the CRSwNP group (p < 0.05); 4) relation in the multiple regression between the SWI/SNF protein expression level with allergy, neutrophils and BMI value (p < 0.05) in CRS patients; 5) decreased transcript level of the SWI/SNF subunits in HNECs after LPS stimulation, but increased after SEB stimulation.

Many authors presented the important role of the SWI/SNF complex in the regulation of the inflammatory response and hormone metabolism. Ramirez-Carrozzi et al. showed that the SWI/SNF complex is involved in the inflammatory response stimulated with LPS murine macrophages. The constitutive association of BRG1 with the promoters of early primary inflammatory response genes suggests that the SWI/SNF complex might contribute to the initial establishment of "open" chromatin structures during macrophage development. Additionally, Hu et al. noticed that the SWI/SNF complex modulates the transactivation of the late-primary inflammatory response genes in macrophages in response to microbial challenges. The study showed the inhibition of the SWI/SNF complex recruitment to set gene promoter regions by lincRNA-Cox2 siRNA-A in LPS-treated cells. According to the above data, we assumed that the SWI/SNF complex may play an important role in the inflammatory process contributing to CRS. Our results were based on the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the SWI/SNF complex core subunits expression in sinonasal mucosa. We observed a significantly higher protein expression level of the SWI/SNF subunits (BRG1, BRM and BAF155) in the CG compared to patients with CRS.

Therapy for CRS is currently based on both intranasal and oral GS. Oral steroids therapy is ordered in patients who manifest massive nasal polyps and worse prognosis in medical therapy. In this respect, it is important to analyze various aspects of GS activities and their interaction in relation to the SWI/SNF complex. In many cases, glucocorticoid therapy is ineffective; however, the reason remains unknown. It has been shown that proper functioning of GR is associated with the SWI/SNF complex. The SWI/SNF complex regulates genes expression following the response to GS. Hormones initiate a binding process of GR to glucocorticoid response element (GRE), in cooperation with the SWI/SNF complex, resulting in global changes in gene expression. Without the SWI/SNF complex, GR-dependent gene expression is blocked and GR function can be impaired. The decreased level of the main SWI/SNF subunits in CRS patients can suggest that steroid therapy can be inefficient (Fig. 9). The results of our study showed the lower expression of all examined SWI/SNF complex subunits in the CRSwNP group in comparison to CG (p < 0.05). Moreover, we noticed higher SWI/SNF protein expression level in patients without oral steroids, though not statistically significant, in comparison to patients who underwent this treatment in the CRSwNP group (p > 0.05). Therefore, our results suggest that treatment with steroids in CRSwNP patients showing dysfunctional SWI/SNF signaling may not be effective. In consequence, the alternative medical treatment should be proposed.

To better identify recalcitrant patients who are unresponsive to steroids therapy, we analyzed the SWI/SNF subunits and other clinical data. We found that the BRG1 and ATPase SWI/SNF subunit abundance presented
Other data indicated that blood eosinophilia could be a prognostic factor for GR effectiveness in CRSwNP individuals without eosinophilia and neutrophilia with the SWI/SNF complex. For example, Fokkens et al. proposed another form of management for patients with CRSSNP and noneosinophilic nonneutrophilic CRSwNP. Our study showed lower BRG1 expression in the CRSwNP group. Additionally, Wei et al. analyzed the role of the SWI/SNF complex subunits (BAF and PBAF) in relation to VDR and vitamin D in pancreatic β-cells protection. Ligand binding promotes VDR association with the SWI/SNF subunit, resulting in an anti-inflammatory response in the murine type 2 diabetes model. Likewise, VDR signaling plays an important role in the regulation of the immune processes in paranasal sinuses.

In our study, the protein expression level of BAF155, a core SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex subunit, correlates positively with VDR expression level in the CRSwNP group. Furthermore, in multiple regression models, we found the relation of the SWI/SNF subunits with numerous clinical findings, i.e., L–M scores, allergy, BMI values, neutrophils, and VDR abundance. The BRG1 protein expression level was associated with L–M score. The L–M CT score is a useful tool to assess the radiological stage of rhinosinusitis. Our results confirm lower BRG1 expression in CRSSNP patients with higher L–M scores. In the CRSwNP group, BRM expression level was associated with allergy. The expression of BRG1 protein is associated with the amount of neutrophils in blood and BMI value in the CRSwNP group. Additionally, interesting results were observed for BAF155 protein level, e.g., its relation with allergy and VDR abundance. Therefore, we showed that there might be a link between allergy, vitamin D and VDR in the CRS pathophysiology.

Moreover, we analyzed the correlations of our results with VDR expression. Our previous study on CRS pathophysiology presented VDR and 1α-hydroxylase expression in sinonasal mucosa. This study showed a statistically significant decrease of VDR expression in CRSSNP and CRSwNP patients in comparison to the CG. Additionally, Wei et al. analyzed the role of the SWI/SNF complex (BAF and PBAF) subunits in relation to VDR and vitamin D in pancreatic β-cells protection. Ligand binding promotes VDR association with the SWI/SNF subunit, resulting in an anti-inflammatory response in the murine type 2 diabetes model. Likewise, VDR signaling plays an important role in the regulation of the immune processes in paranasal sinuses.

In our study, the protein expression level of BAF155, a core SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex subunit, correlates positively with VDR expression level in the CRSwNP group. Furthermore, after administration of vitD3 to the HSNEC, we observed a significant increase in the BAF170 and INI1 transcript level. Therefore, we assume that VDR, upon ligand- (vitD3) binding, may reduce the pro-inflammatory response in sinonasal mucosa via the SWI/SNF-induced transcriptional changes, thus contributing to the treatment of CRS.

Furthermore, in multiple regression models, we found the relation of the SWI/SNF subunits with numerous clinical findings, i.e., L–M scores, allergy, BMI values, neutrophils, and VDR abundance. The BRG1 protein expression level was associated with L–M score. The L–M CT score is a useful tool to assess the radiological stage of rhinosinusitis. Our results confirm lower BRG1 expression in CRSSNP patients with higher L–M scores. In the CRSwNP group, BRM expression level was associated with allergy. The expression of BRG1 protein is associated with the amount of neutrophils in blood and BMI value in the CRSwNP group. Additionally, interesting results were observed for BAF155 protein level, e.g., its relation with allergy and VDR abundance. Therefore, we showed that there might be a link between allergy, vitamin D and VDR in the CRS pathophysiology.

Our results suggest a new mechanism of VDR action in cooperation with the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex.

Moreover, we analyzed the SWI/SNF genes expression after HNECs line has been treated with vitD3, LPS, SEB, and both vitD3 with LPS or SEB. The vitD3 treatment increased the INI1 encoding gene transcript level. The SEB had an increased BAF170 and INI1 genes expression.
The LPS treatment of HNECs decreased the expression of BRG1, BAF155 and IN11 genes; however, it did not affect BRM and BAF170 genes transcription. The vitamin D and SEB stimulation of HNECs significantly increased BAF155 and BAF170 transcript level. The role of vitamin D and its receptors has been vastly addressed in recent studies on CRS pathophysiology. Vitamin D is recognized as the factor influencing the CRS.\(^3\) Research results from the last decade show the immunomodulatory effect of vitamin D on the mechanisms of CRS by reducing inflammation,\(^32,33\) inducing cathelicidin (hCAP18), which is the only antimicrobial peptide produced by the human body,\(^34\) and by stimulating neutrophils and macrophages in anti-inflammatory responses.\(^35\) Other studies on SEB have demonstrated that SEB lead to T-cell proliferation (CD4+ and CD8+) and pro-inflammatory cytokine production, and can influence the activity of immunomodulatory and pro-inflammatory effector epithelial cells and, therefore, may have a potentially important role in the pathogenesis of CRS. The presence of nasal polyps in CRS seems to be associated with inflammatory mechanisms resulting from microbial products.\(^36–38\) The LPS is a cell wall surface antigen of Gram-negative bacteria and a biologically active substance activating many transcription factors. It triggers an inflammatory signaling cascade.\(^39\) Therefore, SEB and LPS may contribute to CRS pathogenesis through respectively increasing or decreasing gene expression encoding for the SWI/SNF complex subunits, subsequently compromising anti-inflammatory signaling pathways of steroids, thus contributing to recalcitrant course of the disease.

The SWI/SNF interacts with GR and regulates genes expression following the response to GS. Without the SWI/SNF complex, GR-dependent gene expression is blocked and GR function can be impaired.\(^12,13,24\) Additionally, as a continuation of our previous studies,\(^30\) we found a link (positive correlation) between VDR and the SWI/SNF complex, GR-dependent gene expression is blocked and GR function can be impaired. The SWI/SNF complex in patients with CRSwNP. Moreover, GR and vitD3 presents antagonistic activity in human cells signaling.\(^10\) Due to the fact that the SWI/SNF complex may be involved in both GR and VDR signaling pathways, it is very likely that decreased expression of this complex in the sinonasal mucosa of CRSwNP patients can disturb anti-inflammatory function of steroids because of competition with vitD3 in the sinonasal mucosa contributing to CRS. Results of our study are of clinical relevance due to the fact that based on the correlation of the SWI/SNF proteins expression and clinical data, it is possible to identify responders and non-responders to steroids treatment in the CRSwNP group.

Conclusions

The strength of this study is that it included an analysis of a large group of patients with CRS with or without polyps compared to CG. Furthermore, this is the first report on the expression of the SWI/SNF complex subunits in the sinonasal mucosa and its clinical associations. We proved the significant differences in the protein expression of the SWI/SNF subunits in the sinonasal mucosa between the groups. We found a positive correlation for BAF155 protein expression with VDR level and a negative correlation of BRG1 subunit with blood eosinophils and neutrophils. Moreover, we analyzed the expression of genes encoding for SWI/SNF subunits in HNECs after vitD3, LPS and SEB stimulation. Our results contributed to the knowledge of the molecular inflammatory process in sinonasal mucosa in the CRS and showed the need for alternative treatment options in recalcitrant CRS. Further analysis of the function of the SWI/SNF complex in response to steroids and vitamin D may be beneficial for an understanding of the pathophysiology of CRS, especially in patients with a recalcitrant course of the disease.
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